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A heartfelt and witty debut about feeling different and finding acceptance--beyond the

rules.Twelve-year-old Catherine just wants a normal life. Which is near impossible when you have a

brother with autism and a family that revolves around his disability. She's spent years trying to teach

David the rules-from "a peach is not a funny-looking apple" to "keep your pants on in public"-in order

to stop his embarrassing behaviors. But the summer Catherine meets Jason, a paraplegic boy, and

Kristi, the next-door friend she's always wished for, it's her own shocking behavior that turns

everything upside down and forces her to ask: What is normal? --This text refers to the Hardcover

edition.
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When you read a bad book, the aftermath of the experience can leave you shell-shocked for quite a

long period of time. Not too long ago I came across the regrettable "The Boy Who Ate Stars" by

Kochka and I had a hard time recovering. Kochka, in my view, approached the subject of autism in

children as a kind of wild kids-in-touch-with-their-animal side type of story. The whole project left me

disappointed and wary of any books written with child audiences in mind that dealt with autism. But

then I saw "RULES" and I became sorely tempted to give it a go. From its thoroughly engaging

cover (you hear me publishers?) to its incredible characters, smart plotting, and all around classy

style, I would recommend this book to any and every child I ran across. This is how it's done people.

This is how you write a first novel.Now where to begin? I suppose if you asked Catherine herself

she'd begin with David. Everyone else seems to after all. David's eight and autistic. I'm sure you've



heard stories of autistic children and the difficulties they have dealing with the world around them,

but has anyone ever stopped to consider the problems their older sisters face? Sisters like

Catherine who'd do anything to have a "normal" life with a "normal" little brother. Not that Catherine

isn't a good sister to David. She's constantly creating rules for him that will, ideally, help him deal

with the real world. Now a new girl has moved in next door to Catherine and her family. She would

love to make Kristi a friend, but there's always the threat that this new girl would be overly freaked

out by David. And then there's Jason, the wheelchair bound boy she knows from Jason's

occupational therapy visits.
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